
 

 DANVILLE PUBLIC PRESCHOOL 
 

Miss Jenny’s Friday Fun with Friends  

 
 
Spotlight Student: Beau can be found in the blocks building trucks that are blue. Beau enjoys 
playing with his combine which has a spinner at home.  His favorite combine is green and BIG. 
It “does the field and picks corn on the cob”.  Beau loves bananas because they are yellow. 
Beau loves to dance to the train song!  Beau loves to read his school bus book called David 
Goes To School.  Welcome Beau! 
 
Remote Learning: Remote learning in preschool looks much different than remote learning in 
school age.  The school day for a preschool student in September concentrates on following 
routine, exhibiting proper social skills during play and eating and transitioning from one activity 
to another.  September is about adjusting to the new environment, completing screenings and 
introducing academic work.  Since we are working on social skills and screening it is difficult to 
send home activities for remote learning at this point therefore I sent home a simple activity so 
as to not overwhelm families and students.  
 
The criteria for a take home activity is it must cover at least three areas, able to be completed in 
15-20 minutes or in 15-20 minute multiple sessions and correspond to the needs of the class. 
The last activity sent home, the Pumpkin Matching, was selected because of three needs of the 
class. The three areas were visual discrimination, cutting and following two step direction.  
 
The Brigance Screening revealed students, in general, had difficulty with visual discrimination or 
seeing the differences between two items.  Students were asked to look at 3 items then state 
which did not belong.  Seventy-five percent of students could not complete the task.  The 
screening also showed low scores in cutting as well as following a two step direction.  The two 
step direction for this activity was “glue, then cut”.  
 



 

When we send home the activities please do not expect a lot of paper/pencil work.  Students 
work on academics for about an hour and a half per day.  The rest of the day is spent working 
on gross motor skills, social skills, self-help skills like using the restroom and gathering their 
belongings to go home.  If you have any questions please feel free to ask.  
 
Parent Teacher Conferences: I would like to start Parent Teacher Conferences the week of 
October 12th. I will send a sign up through See Saw.   We can do it on the phone, in person or 
on Zoom.  Conferences last about 15 minutes in order to give everyone a time slot.  Next week 
you will receive all screening results. Please look over the results and write down any questions 
you may have so we will be sure to address your concerns.  
 
Rhyme: Students had trouble with this week’s rhyme, “The Three Little Kittens”.  If you have 
time please work on it at home.  

Three Little Kittens  
Lost their mittens 
And they began to cry, 
“Oh mother dear, 
We sadly fear, 
That we have lost our mittens” 

 
Halloween Party: The Morning (M/W) class will have their Halloween Party on Monday, 10/28 
and the Afternoon class will have their Halloween party on Tuesday, 10/29.  Students can come 
in their costume or bring it in their backpack. I will share a signup sheet on See Saw. This is our 
tentative schedule: 

Bathroom 
Breakfast 
Outside activity 
Circle 
Trick or Treat around the elementary 
Lunch  
Rest 
Outside Activities 

 

Have a WONDERFUL weekend!   See you next week! 

We do not have class next Friday, 10/16!!! 


